
Easy, Complete, Affordable High  
Availability For Your Business Systems 
Automated high availability provides simple, comprehensive, 
cost-effective protection for your mission-critical AIX 
applications and data 

Ensuring high availability and minimizing costly downtime for your AIX systems doesn’t have to 
be complicated or time-consuming. Double-Take Availability for AIX makes it easy with reliable, 
real-time replication of your data and applications and automated failover whenever necessary. 

Availability is about more than keeping operations running after disasters or handling planned 
and unplanned system outages. Corrupted and accidentally deleted data pose additional 
threats. Vision RightTime™ CDP(Continuous Data Protection), which is built into  
Double-Take Availability for AIX, allows you to roll your server back to a previous point in time 
and quickly restore data that is lost or damaged due to system failure, human error, or any 
other cause.

Key Benefits 

• Minimizes downtime
• Protects against data loss
• Simplifies high availability and disaster recovery management
• Lessens workloads, reduces human error, speeds recoveries and enforces best practices

through the use of built-in, automated procedures
• Supports mixed hardware, storage and operating system versions to avoid vendor lock-in
• Protects data and application availability in local or remote physical, virtual, or cloud

environments
• Delivers high availability and disaster recovery affordably

Double-Take® AvailabilityTM for AIX 
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Easy High Availability with Double-Take Availability for AIX 

Minimizes downtime
Speeds recoveries by automating failover processes, monitoring primary system health and, 
optionally, automatically initiating a failover.

Protects your data
Safeguards all your data by eliminating the gaps in protection inherent in nightly tape  
backups or periodic snapshots. Real-time replication coupled with continuous data  
protection technology, protects data and applications up to the point of failure, and also 
lets you recover corrupted or deleted data or roll your server back to past points in time.

Safeguards all AIX environments
Flexibly supports replication between mixed IBM AIX versions and Power Systems models in 
virtual, physical, and cloud environments.

Avoids storage vendor lock-In
Allows you to choose the most cost-effective storage-and change your choice when  
appropriate—by supporting replication between storage from different vendors.

Simplifies high availability and disaster recovery management
Provides easy, graphical high availability management with monitoring of your replication 
environment from any device with a browser.

Affordably protects data and application availability
Offers the lowest total cost of ownership for a midrange high availability and 
disaster recovery solution, allowing you to rapidly achieve a return on 
your investment.


